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NEXT MEETING

Wednesday, April 27, 2011 - 6:30 pm
Sapperton Pensioners’ Hall
318 Keary St., New Westminster
Main Event:
Murray Sluys from the Fraser Valley guild
will be presenting a session on staved construction. Specifically, making the body for
a snare drum.

April 2011

President’s Column

- Kerry Deane-Cloutier

I have just come from Denise DeRose’s class – what a great day! There
was some blood spilled, and more than one time I saw a blank sail past
me, but it was very interesting to work through the process, and try to
figure out what went wrong, and how to fix it. Doubtless you will see the
degree of success each participant has at the next meeting. Remember that
the President’s Challenge is “apparel”.
I was a little surprised by the relatively low numbers at the demonstration on Saturday. Remember, Denise’s demonstration was not just about
making handbags. It was about thinking outside the box or perhaps thinking outside the salad bowl. The most valuable thing many demonstrators
show us is not how they make the thing they are famous for, but rather, the
techniques they have learned in order to do the thing they are famous for.
These techniques may be just the thing you need, even though you do not
realize it just yet.
Keep that in mind on May 28 and
29, when Merryl Saylan is giving her
demonstration and class. Take a look
at Merryl’s work at http://www.merryllsaylan.com/2011/01/where-am-i.html.
Her work has a clear emphasis on form,
colour and texture. Thinking back to
the survey results, I remember that several people expressed a strong desire for
guest demonstrators focusing on this. So
make sure you come out!

Merryl Saylan

Finally, do not forget to check out the AAW POP auction on EBay. Go
to http://www.woodturner.org/community/pop/auction/ then click on the
name of the artist whose piece you want to see. On the new page, click on
the link that says “link to the ebay auction page”. Even if you do not bid,
this is a great opportunity to see the latest work of a group of great artists.
Of course, if you do bid, you will be supporting the AAW’s Outreach programs, which is a worthy cause.
I look forward to seeing you at the meeting.

Tech Talk Table:
Bruce Campbell will host a forum for your
technical questions.
Critique Table:
Kerry Deane-Cloutier will moderate a critique of your pieces.
Focus On Fundamentals:
Rich Schmid will present a demo of “Natural edge bowls”.

April Food Suppliers:
Jason Malysh, Maarten Meerman, Wilf
Meier, Mark Michaluk, David Mitchell, Dan
Moleschi
May Food Suppliers:
Gordon Mortimer, Lorne Nelson, John
Nelson, Bill Olsen, Gregg Parsons, Beverly
Pears
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GVWG Goes to Brentwood
Peter Mclaren

Once again we were hosted at Centre Court in the
Brentwood Town Centre in Burnaby. This is an ideal
venue for us to display our wares and to demonstrate
basic wood turning as an introduction to the community.
Jet lathes were provided for this demo by Merv, Gregg
and Ed. Thank you fellows, the use of your equipment
makes it much easier to get things set up and running
much faster. These luggable machines also demonstrate the entry scale that a new turner might consider
as his or her initial investment in this craft.
While the traffic flow appeared to be slightly less
than the previous couple of years, the interest was up a
notch or two based on the depth and breadth of questions to both the demonstrators as well as those manning the display area. The results of this exposure in the
community have already been seen by the attendance
last month of a few more new faces.
I want to thank all those who volunteered their
time and assistance to make this event a great success. Merv Graham and
Gregg Parsons not only
provided their machines,
but they also manned a
workstation where they
burned and textured all
day, much to the amusement and interest of many
onlookers. Bill Cobb was
also on hand to assist
with the initial setup and
manned the display area for most of the day. Thanks for
the assistance Bill.
Your turning demonstrators included: Alan Cusworth,
Fred Baldwin, Merv Graham, Gregg Parsons, Des Wilson, Michelle Gendron, Gerry Vickers, Kees Hof, Lance
Rossington, Claudia Hayward, Kerry Deane-Cloutier,
and Dennis Cloutier, Jim Johnson, and Bill Fowle. Now
I must tell you that Bill really stole the show with his
demo of pen turning. Not only did he have a dozen

observers stay for the
entire length of his
rotation, he even had
requests for an encore
for which he cheerfully obliged. This is the
fellow who a year ago
had reservations as to
whether or not he was
a good enough turner
to be demonstrating.
Let me say this, Bill Fowle is the consumate demonstrator whom I would love to be able to emulate.
The day however, would not be a success without
the static display that included a simple example of the
log, to half round to bandsawn, waxed and non-waxed
pieces, rough turned blank, and finished piece. It included a broad variety of wood pieces such as christmas ornaments, bowls of all sizes shapes and variations in wood and finish. We had hollow forms, tubes,
pens, and jewelry holders along with some wimsy
pieces, including a few tea pots. Those assisting with
the display area included most of the demonstrators,
who came early or stayed for a shift after their rotation,
along with vounteer members; Dianne Harness, Neva
Hilliard and Harry Taylor. While not scheduled for a
shift, Mr. Gary showed up with a great display of his
large bowls. He entertained many passers by explaining his technique for salvaging a butcher block cutting board from the thrift shop recycling it into a lovely
large shallow bowl. Then Gary topped it off with a
couple plates of his wife’s home baking to be enjoyed
by fellow members and our visitors.
It was good to see many other members come to
take in the day and to enjoy the demonstrations and
display. Thank you all for making this event come off
so smoothly. Kees Hof has volunteered to take on this
project next year, and I trust everyone will give him as
much help as I have enjoyed over the past three years.
Many hands make light work!

Merryll Saylan Demo & Class
Steve Hansen

In the merry month of May we welcome Merryll Saylan as our guest demonstrator and hands-on
teacher. Merryll has more experience turning than
most everyone and she has taught wood turning and
furniture making for many years. A leader, a pioneer,

in the use of color and texture
on wood and a valued authority
in wood turning methods. Saylan’s writings on art, techniques,
and the woodturning field have
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been widely published in books and magazines. In her
work form, contrast, pattern, texture and colour are
primary themes. Bowls and platters serve as her canvas on which to investigate and explore surface manipulation and visual images. For Merryll, the nature
of wood with its inherent differences in color, grain,
texture and density, offers the ground for experimentation with pigments and texture. Recently, her work has
allowed for more complex studies by the juxtaposition
of one piece to another. Wow, does that open up a
cornucopia of creativity!
Merryll’s influence in the
wood and craft communities is
also felt through her teaching
practice and her involvement
in numerous arts organizations, serving on the boards of
both The Wood Turning Center
and the American Association
of Woodturners and as a Master Member in the Baulines Guild. Saylan participated in Artist-in-Residence
programs in the United States and England including
Grizedale Sculpture Park, Cumbria, England; International Turning Exchange sponsored by The Wood Turning Center; and Anderson Ranch Arts Center, Colorado. She was a Visiting Artist and taught at CCA in San
Francisco. In 2004, the US Department of State’s ART
in Embassies Program sent her to Fiji to hold a series
of public lectures and workshops where her work is on
display at the US Embassy. She was invited to participate in the Smithsonian Archives of American Art and
has recently finished working on that documentation.
In 2009, Saylan was an AAW, Professional Outreach
Program Merit Award Winner.
Educated with a BA in Design from UCLA and an
MA in Art from California State University Northridge,
Merryll’s work has been exhibited in many museums
and galleries, including the Renwick Gallery, Museum
of Art & Design, and the Yale University Art Gallery.
Her pieces have been included in numerous shows
such as Turning Wood into Art at The Mint Museum,
Turned Wood Now at Arizona State University Museum, and the opening exhibition at the Museum of Arts
& Design. She is a fixture at AAW symposiums and she
maintains a studio in Berkeley, California where she
creates her stylish pieces.
In Merryll’s own words:
Well, I’ve been turning for over 35 years. Taught
wood and furniture design for lots of years in UC
Berkeley Extended University degree design program.
I know more than one way to bleach and ebonize how to layer colors for more interesting colors (some
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people use them straight out of the tube or bottle and it
looks it) and I use many different materials. Of course,
some of this I’m doing at AAW
but lots of these guys won’t
be going. Will bring some
stuff to make our own glazes
to change colors and finish at
the same time. Gave a talk recently at Sonoma Woodworkers - and (they) think I’m a
reference book or encyclopaedia - since I do lots of finishes,
experimented plus I tend to be a researcher and delve
into what I’m doing.
Environment has always affected my work and living
next to a salt marsh with its movement and patterns
from tidal action is reflected on my surfaces. I have
been influenced and attracted to the work and themes
of artists such as Morandi, Wayne Thiebaud, Agnes
Martin, and Hans Coper.
For the Demo
Merryll will demonstrate on and off the lathe, discuss various tools and the marks they make. Design
decisions & tool decisions. Various colouring methods
and materials: dyes, paints, glazes. Working with and
without texture. Building surface with paint materials
instead of carving.
For the Hands-on Class
Students can work on flat material and some could
try lathe textures. Mostly we need tables – I’ve done
it a couple of ways: set-up stations with tools to experiment with; paints and dyes, bleaches/ebonizing on
others, and people could move from one to another
and try things out. Small 6x6” thin boards to work on
and take home samples is a good way to experiment
with texture and color. Students could also bring work
in to try lathe textures and finishes on.
So there you have it. Another week-end not to be
missed. A demonstration on Saturday. A class on Sunday that promises to full of fun and discovery. Please
see Fred Baldwin for sign-up to the class. Cost is a
$160. If you have questions regarding the class, do not
hesitate to contact Steve Hansen (webmaster@gvwg.
ca). To see more examples of Merryll’s work go to
www.delmano.com/artists/wood/mSaylan/portfolio01.htm.
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Notes from FOF – The Lidded Box Form
with Allan Cusworth

1. Material: suitable hardwood blank 2” longer than
the box’s total height (e.g. 2” square by 5” long).
2. Design: aesthetically looks best if the lid is 1/3 of
the height of the box. The book ‘Turning Boxes with
Friction-Fitted Lids’ by Bill Bowers is one source of
designs.
3. Preparation: the blank is mounted between centres and reduced to slightly over the intended diameter with a spindle roughing gouge. Tenons are then
formed on both ends to fit a scroll chuck, so that the
lid and base can be processed separately. The box is
then marked out (lid at the headstock end), allowing
waste at the lid end for tool room (say 1”), at the base
end (say 1/4”) for finishing, and for the internal tenon
(typically 3/16”) and also for parting off the lid from the
base (say 1/8”). If there is sufficient stock, then a blank
for a jam chuck to be used in the finishing the base,
can be incorporated at the base end. In order to later
facilitate realigning the grain easily, it is helpful to pencil on alignment marks. The lid and base are separated
using a 1/16” parting tool wiggled to give clearance.
The lid blank is left in the chuck.
4. Hollowing the lid: true up the end face with a
spindle gouge (flute closed (i.e. vertical) initially and
the tool tip at axis height to prevent skidding). Using a
½” spindle gouge, hollow out the interior to the depth
planned with scooping cuts from the centre towards
the rim. Create a flange/recess on the inside with a bedan (tip: align the tool with the lathe bed to avoid a
tapered cut). Sand the interior avoiding the flange, and
apply finish. Remove and set aside.
5. Forming the base tenon: mount the base and true
up the end as for the lid. Transfer the lid recess diameter
to the end of the base with vernier callipers or dividers,
allowing 1/64” or more for safety. Form the tenon with
a bedan, or square nose scraper, by reducing it to the
diameter of the safety marking and then sneak up on it
with fine cuts using a bedan or skew, until a snug fit to
the lid is obtained. Note that if additional material was

incorporated a poorly fitting tenon can be recut.
6. Forming the outside profile of the lid and base: reunite the lid onto the base using the alignment marks.
Bring the tailstock up to keep pressure on the lid - the
1” or more waste at the lid end allows tool room for
shaping around the tailstock centre. Shape the lid and
base to near the profile required, with sweeps of a ½”
spindle gouge, but do not separate off the lid from the
waste. Mark the base with a shallow parting tool cut.
Remove the lid.
7. Hollowing the base: wind the tailstock live centre
into the top of the base to form a dimple in the lid end
to assist with starting a drill. Drill a 3/8” – ½” hole to
within ¼” or so of the bottom (tip: use masking tape on
the drill to serve as a depth stop). With a narrow bowl
gouge (e.g. ¼”) scoop out the interior to the profile
desired and finish with a scraper. Sand and apply finish
to the interior.
8. Finishing the outside profile: reattach the lid and
finish up the outside parting off the lid waste with a
successive vee type cuts. Sand and apply finish to the
outside of the lid and base. Part off the base with a
1/16” parting tool (tip: reduce to ¼” diameter and then
separate the pieces with a coping saw – this avoids the
typical tearout). Refine the fit of the lid to either a liftoff or “pop” style.
9. Finishing the bottom of the base: make a jam
chuck from the waste piece in the headstock, or from a
piece of scrap softwood, using the same steps as when
forming the tenon in 5 above. (tip: if the fit is not tight
enough use a piece of tissue or similar to get a snugger
fit). Finish off the base with a spindle gouge as per the
truing up of the lid face in 4. As it is just a friction fit
holding the base, take shallow cuts, always cognisant
of the inside depth. The base is best hollowed slightly
so it sits flat. If desired the base can be decorated with
vee grooves, and so on, before sanding and applying
finish.
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Inventor of CA glue passes away
Ed Pretty

I noted an interesting post on the WOW (World of
Woodturners) site the other day. There are not that
many obituaries that would be of note to the woodturning world other than a noted woodturner or collector. This person was probably not a woodturner and for
all that we know, may not have even been interested in
woodworking at all. Nevertheless, his contribution to
woodturning in particular was monumental. If you do
not use CA glue already, you will eventually, it is that
diverse and useful. CA glue, for a woodturner, ranks
right up there with air, water, the wheel, and the internal combustion engine.
Harry Wesley Coover Jr., known as the inventor of
Super Glue, has died. He was 94.
Coover was working for Tennessee Eastman Company, a division of Eastman Kodak, when an accident

helped lead to the popular adhesive being discovered,
according to his grandson, Adam Paul of South Carolina. An assistant was distressed that some brand new
refractometer prisms were ruined when they were
glued together by the substance.
Harry Wesley Coover Jr., who invented Super Glue,
died Saturday at age 94. In 1951, Coover and another
researcher recognized the potential for the strong adhesive. It was first sold in 1958, according to the Super
Glue Corp’s website.
Cyanoacrylate, the chemical name for the glue, was
first uncovered in 1942 in a search for materials to
make clear plastic gun sights for World War II. But the
compound stuck to everything, which is why it was
rejected by researchers.
Thanks Harry. Rest in peace.

Turning Site of the Month
Peter McLaren

What I hear from club members is that they are interested in ‘how to’ details, whether as downloadable
instructions or online videos. This month’s first offering is a double bill! Just as some car manufacturers
have two lines of products, e.g. Honda and Acura, so
this turner has different brand names that offer different
sides of his persona. I refer to an American turner, Raymond Overman, known by his dual websites, www.
overmanshop.com and, are you ready for this, www.
thenakedwoodturner.com .
The first site referred to is a conventional layout with
the usual Artist’s Statement, Bio and Demonstrations at
various locations, along with a Portfolio or Gallery of
works. Should you take time to browse this Portfolio you
would be rewarded with an amazingly broad array of
work. Some of my favorites in Raymond’s portfolio include the screw top boxes, a wonderful variety of natural
edge bowls, and the orange peel teapot. (“orange you

glad I said tea”)
While this may be a conventional site, it is missing
the usual sections for ‘Links’ or favorite inspirational
sources. For that, you have to move to the alternate ego
The Naked Woodturner.
At this location you will find, under ‘How to Documents”, a file that describes how Raymond orients his
blank to prepare it to turn his teapots. Further details
can then be found watching his video (08/05/08) which
more clearly shows how he band saws the blank so
you can see the outline before he starts turning. There
are several other videos and interesting links worth
checking out on this site.
So what jig or special project have you found by
browsing the web in your spare time? Pass along your
favorites so they can be shared. Forward any great
links to me via my email mclaren47@shaw.ca , explaining what inspired you.

Turning 101 – Turning a Small bowl and Platter
Lorne Nelson

Eight newer turners met on March 26 for a Turning
101 session. I was privileged to lead this class with the
help of Gerry Vickers and Kees Hof as Mentors.
The goals for the day were to - Have Fun - Work Safely

- Improve Tool Control - Learn a few Techniques - and as
a bonus – Make a small bowl and a platter. The emphasis was on turning thin walls and pushing skills as many
new turners are nervous about destroying a piece of work
if they go too thiwn. The theme for the day was – It is ok
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to destroy some wood as long as you are learning.

and/or a platter.

Many Thanks to Gerry Vickers and Kees Hof who
The day started with a talk about safety and safety
equipment, and an overview of the goals for the day. acted as mentors during the session. With this number
This was followed by a warm up session using some of new turners the role of the mentors is very important
from both a safety and a training point of view.
old dry bowl blanks. The goal was to turn the
It is ok
walls to ¼” or less but primarily to work on
A Special Thanks to Gerry who has led
tool control, and to give the instructor/men- to destroy some Turning 101 for a number of years. He has
tors an opportunity to assess skill and confi- wood as long as fostered a very comfortable and welcoming
you are learning.
dence levels.
learning environment for newer turners. I
have been lucky to lead a couple of classes
The second task was to turn a small platter
with ¼” walls or less for the newest turners and 1/8” or and to act as mentor in several more. It is great to see
the improvement in skill levels and the enthusiasm of
less for those with a bit more experience.
By the end of the day I think that everyone left with the newer turners. Spending a day at a 101 class is fun
a bit more confidence and some new skills. I believe and rewarding.
that everyone had fun, and most took home a bowl

Turning 101

Dan Moleschi - Lidded Box
2.5 x 4 in - Spalted Maple
Nat. Danish Oil & Friction Wax

George Capone - Lidded Box
2.5 x 4.5 in - Maple
Friction Polish

Dianne Harkness - Lidded Box
2.5 x 5 in - Maple
Friction Polish

Mima Accettura - Lidded Box
3 x 5 in - Maple
Friction Polish

Rob McKay - Lidded Box
3 x 4 in - Maple - Wax
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Yes, But I Have No Talent
Bruce Campbell

I often hear people say that they have no talent. Sadly, this is usually connected to other comments like, “I
could never do that.” or “I’m not creative/innovative.” I understand the origins of such comments since I too used
to say the same things. I even named my company Artisans Workbench so people would know I was a serious
and practical wood turner but certainly not an “artist”. But, something seems to have happened over the last 10
years and I find myself doing “innovative” things and being accused of having “talent”.
So what is talent anyway? Webster says talent is a natural endowment, a special aptitude, or an ability and
this leads us to believe that this is something you are born with - you either have it or you don’t. But I am not so
sure…
I began woodturning in 1979 about the same time I started studying the traditional Japanese martial art called
Kendo (think two-handed sword fighting). Table 1 compares the two learning environments:
Kendo

Woodturning

Formal, highly structured training system

No formal system

Senior instructors with a minimum of 16
years of experience each

Self-directed learning for 15 years then 4-5
select classes per year

Expectation of lifelong training and constant learning

No expectation for learning

Defined ranking system and progress path At best informal recognition of skill.
Table 1
Since woodturning does not have a formal training system let’s examine the one for Kendo:
Students must accumulate certain years of practice before they can grade for a given rank. Then they take an
examination before a grading board and if the board agrees the student is promoted to the next dan (often called
black belt in the West). Table 2 shows the minimum cumulative years between tests assuming the student passes
each one the first time.
Dan

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Min. years of practice

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

10

top

Cumulative Years (min)

1

2

4

7

11

16

22

32

Age 55

Table 2
For example, a 4 dan must practice for a minimum of four years before testing for 5th dan. By that time the
person has been practicing for a minimum of 11 years and often much longer. In addition, they will have studied
under a sensei (teacher) who is at least 5th dan often higher. That means the teacher has a minimum of 16 years
of practice experience.
th

As you can see, this formal approach differs markedly from the unstructured learning that most people follow
in woodturning. But, is this necessary? Historical examples suggest that it is.
Art houses are recorded in many ancient cultures (Greece, Indian, Egyptian, Renaissance Europe, etc.). These
houses produced the decorations both for public buildings and wealthy patrons. A house accepted promising
young pupils into a formal training program under the tutelage of the head of the house and assisted by numerous senior students. The focus was on learning by doing and on collaboration with the end goal being to make
profit for the house. The quality of the work that was produced was quite remarkable yet, for its time, it was not
considered “fine art”. That designation was added years, even centuries later in collections such as the Louvre,
the Royal British Museum, and the Smithsonian.
In Europe the Guild System began to emerge around the 11th century. The Guild houses offered a formal
program with focus on learning by doing. Novices joined a hall around age 10 and at the masters pleasure pro-
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gressed to apprentice, journeyman and in a very few cases to master craftsman. At all times the focus was on
quality and speed and making a profit for the house. Again, it is only years later that even the best products of
that era have been labelled as “art”.
The common theme with all these examples seems to be a formal curriculum delivered by very experienced
masters to students that practiced there lessons diligently for many years.
In 1993 psychologist Dr. Andre Ericsson published a paper in Psychology Review called: ‘The role of deliberate practice in the acquisition of expert performance.’ In it he reported the results of a study where he examined
the practice habits of violinists in the prestigious Berlin Academy of Music and compared them to the achievement they attained. Table 3 shows his findings:
Achievement

practice by age 20

Concert Headliner

10,000+ hours

Solid Performer

~8,000 hours

Competent Teacher

~4,000 hours
Table 3
But, Dr. Ericsson was careful to point out that not just any practice would do. It had to be “focused, driven,
and useful”.
The results of this study and a number that followed by different researchers in different fields (other instruments, dance, gymnastics, memory skills, etc.) gave rise to what is commonly called The10,000 Hour Rule. This
says that it takes 10,000 hours of proper, focused, and diligent practice for a person to become exceptional at
any given complex task.
And there appears to be independent confirmation from the world of Kendo. Table 4 shows the average hours
per year and accumulate hours of practice for someone striving to be highly successful in Kendo. Note that a
person following this practice model reaches 10,000 hours somewhere in their early twenties:
Age

Days/Wk

Times/Day

Hours/Time

Avg. Hrs/Yr

Avg. Cum. Hrs

4-5

1

1

1

52

---

10-12

3-4

1

1-2

273

364

16-18

5-7

1-2

2-3

1170

1885

19-30

7

2-3

2-3

2280

4225

30-55

3-7

1-2

1-2

585

25762

55+

3-6

1-2

1-2
530
40387
Table 4
In addition, one of my grand-sensei loved to object to the saying that “Practice makes perfect”. He would
laugh and say, “No, no, only perfect practice makes perfect.” And since I first heard him say that in the late 1980s
I know he had not read Ericsson’s paper.
So, an interesting pattern seems to have emerged. To become “skilled” at anything takes lots of appropriate
practice. But we have not said anything about “talent”. In fact, my personal experience in Kendo has shown me
that natural ability (sometimes called sports sense in Kendo) is only one part of a much more complex process
of learning. In fact, sometimes apparent physical “talent” can get in the way.
Now, I am not saying that some kind of natural aptitude is not a factor. If two people practiced the same way
for the same time one may well progress more quickly and we might say that person has more talent. For me the
more important fact is that both people improved. In Kendo it is said that anyone can reach 7th dan. It just takes
practice. However, 8th dan requires something special. Currently about 1,600 people take the 8th dan examination each year – only 6 or 8 pass. Perhaps it is only at the very highest level that talent or “gift” becomes a factor.
Well-known author Arthur C. Clarke proposed a “law” about how technology impacts society. He said:
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Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.

It sticks me that a similar “law” exists for skill:
Any sufficiently advanced skill is indistinguishable from talent.
So, if this is true and someone chooses to set out to become a better turner, how does that person go about
practicing “properly”? Professor Kunio Hayashi, a well-known Kendo teacher and faculty member in Sports Science at Chukyo University, Nagoya, Japan offers this formula for practice:
• Practice regularly (3 or more times per week);
• Practice a lot (3 or more hours each time);
• Practice correctly (using proven techniques) and;
• Practice with those who are better than you.
Using this method, here are some ideas to help you develop a turning practice:
• Take classes – skilled turners will show you good techniques and help you learn them
• Turn regularly – 3+ times a week - each time you practice you will improve
• Ask for help – wood turners are known for being an open, helpful, and giving bunch
• Do skill-building exercises:
• Beads and coves
• Spinning tops
• 10-minute bowl – just the cutting - no sanding
• Make 10 items the same
• Attend demonstrations as often as possible. Watch carefully and ask questions
• Visit the shop/studio of other turners – especially those you admire
• Do learning swaps – I will show you this if you show me that
• Copy pieces by your favourite artist. You will gain a deeper understanding of the process and skills
required. But, NEVER SELL A COPY.
• Participate in your Guild activities:
• Turning 101
• President’s Challenge
• Instant Gallery
• Demonstrate something at a meeting or club function
All these activities are intended just to get you into the shop, on the lathe and making chips. And you will not
have to do 10,000 hours before you start to see the benefits. First you will have the fun of turning which is, after
all, why we do this in the first place. You will gain confidence and be able to take on more interesting projects.
You will begin to act on ideas that might previously have rejected as being too hard or impractical and that will
lead you to even more ideas. You will begin to “look” and “see” more carefully – both your work and the work
of others. And before you know it people will start accusing you of having talent and will start asking you for
advice.
It doesn’t matter if you have talent. Just practice and have fun and I promise that you will get better. As the great
inventor Thomas A Edison said...
If we did all the things we are capable of, we would literally astound ourselves.
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John Jordan visits the GVWG
Ed Pretty

The last time I saw John Jordan was at the West Coast
Roundup symposium in 2007. I wasn’t a Greater Vancouver member at that time so didn’t have the good
fortune to attend the day-long workshop associated
with the symposium. In spite of that, the hollowing and
especially his texturing techniques in his symposium
rotation remained with me and I was eager to get a
closer look. I wasn’t disappointed.
John started his demo by insisting that we provide
some means of lubricating the lathe. After oiling the
ways, banjo, tailstock, chuck, arbor threads and polishing and waxing the tool rest he was ready to go.
The next day I was to find that a huge improvement for
my own turning. John proceeded with his demo, first
discussing grain orientation. Making a good point that
without first considering grain orientation, all the work
put into a piece could be totally wasted if the grain is
not balanced. Since he works with green wood, the
final shape after drying may not work with the turned
shape. Along with balance and final shape, John also
pointed out the importance of grain direction with regard to cutting technique when choosing end grain or
side grain mounting.
Having already cut a piece of green maple in Art’s
shop the night before, John showed how the grain orientation allowed him to take advantage of any contrast
between sapwood and heartwood as well as producing
a piece that produced a pleasing oval shape that complimented the turned shape when dried. He turned this
piece, finishing the outside to his classic onion shaped
form. He emphasized the use of very sharp tools and
making the finish cuts with newly sharpened tools. He
demonstrated putting a scraping burr on the wings of
his bowl gouge with his hone which was a new “tool”
that I could I put in my mental file. This obviously destroys the cutting edge but is so minimal it is restored
the next trip to the grinder.
Unlike other hollowing methods that rely on, at
times, very complex hollowing rigs, John’s crooked
tools are as basic as possible, made for reaching
around corners. The key
to the ease of use in the
hooked tools is the alignment of the cutting bit
with the center line of the
tool shank, eliminating
the tendency of the tool
to twist when cutting – as
long as the shank, rather

than the hook, rides
on the tool rest. His
bits are 3/16” square
cobalt metal turning
bits. He has found
that this dimension
works best for cutting; not too wide
and not too narrow, but juuust right.
Without the aid of lasers or feelers, he was able to
obtain hollow form walls ¼” or less with ease using
basic calipers. Because he textures and carves the
outsides he typically turns them more than ¼”. His
process involved roughing out the whole interior to a
rough but even ½”. His finish cuts start at the mouth
again, plunging the tool in three successive ¼” increments (if seeking a ¼” wall) then passing back to clean
up the cuts and blending in to the previously cut area.
This process is continued until the whole piece is finish turned.
Having finished the turning of the hollow form, John
demonstrated various surface texturing techniques using various tools as well as his technique for laying out
his signature spiral segment shape. Careful use of reciprocating and rotary carvers, files and specially adapted
sanding forms completed the final shape. My particular favourite is the hammered
texture he achieves with a
polished nail in a reciprocating carver.
The next day six of us spent
the day with John at a workshop at Island Woodcraft.
Claudia Hayward, Neva Hilliard, Don Hoskins, Jim
Johnson, Des Wilson and I were able to get first hand
coaching from John, covering wood selection to final
texturing. We had available to us some maple logs already ripped in half. We rendered them into turn-able
chunks but not after incurring the Headmaster’s wrath,
admonishing us for not heeding his advice regarding
grain direction and balance. Having made our first
blunder, we were much more attentive from that point
forward.
The condition of the Island Woodcraft lathes was
no different than our own demo lathe; in need of a
little TLC. The chucks in particular were so dry that
they couldn’t be tightened sufficiently. After dodging a
couple of flying roughed out hollowforms I moved the
Continued on page 11
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band saw into a strategic position that provided me a bit of
cover. Neva was dispatched
to the local Canadian Tire for
some WD-40, resolving this
uncomfortable dilemma. Later, I was having some difficulty manipulating my hollowing tool smoothly. John provided a little wax for the
rest and the tool and Voilá!, my problem was solved.
Needless to say I am a convert and my lathe, though
not in drastic condition, now receives a WD-40 treatment prior to each job and a chunk of wax sits nearby
for quick access.
By the end of the day, we had all achieved various

levels of completion. I have been fortunate to have attended a few classes in hollowing so was far enough
along to spend some time texturing – my main objective of the day. It seemed, to me at least, that everyone
had spent a successful and rewarding day regardless of
the extent of their project, learning techniques not previously in their personal “toolbox”. When attending
a workshop with so much information available it is
not uncommon that the participants don’t “complete”
their projects. Though the piece attempted may not be
finished, the knowledge gained is the real objective.
The goal, after all, is to gain knowledge, not finish a
piece. In that way, we were able take advantage of the
offerings of a very accomplished and innovative turner.
Thank you, John.

Vice President’s Challenge - Natural Edge

Anne Rostwig - Bowl - Cherry
Wipe on Poly

Bruce Campbell - Nat. Edge Bowl
11 x 9 x 4 in - Cherry - Wipe on Poly

Beverly Pears - Nat. Edge Calabash
4 x 4.5 in - Spalted Figured Maple
Tung Oil, Wipe on Poly

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge Bowl
8 x 7 in - Oak - Tung Oil

Bruce Campbell - Nat. Edge Bowl
7 x 4 in - English Walnut - Clapham’s

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge Oval Form
14 x 4 x 4 in - Red Maple - Tung Oil
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Vice President’s Challenge - Natural Edge

Dennis Schmidt - Bowl - Burl w. Branch
8 x 5 in - Sealer & Wax

Dennis Schmidt - Worm Wood Bowl
7 x 5 in - Fir - Sealer

Des Wilson - Nat. Edge Bowl - 4 in
Maple - Wipe on Poly

Des Wilson - Nat. Edge Bowl
9 x 3 in - Cherry - Wipe on Poly

Kees Hof - Nat. Edge Bowl - 6 x 3 in Birch - Wipe On Poly

Keith Hudson - Nat. Edge Bowl
4 x 2.5 in - Cascara Burl - Wax

Keith Hudson - Nat. Edge Bowl
4 x 6 in - Cascara Burl - Wax

Marco Berera - Vase - 0.75 x 1.25 in
Tagua Nut - Polish

Merv Graham - Nat. Edge Bowl
1.5 x 0.75 in - Maple Burl - Wipe on Poly

Michelle Gendron - 6 x 5 in
Pear - Mineral Oil

Thom Chadwick - Bowl
Firewood - Tung Oil

Tom Byrom - Nat. Edge Bowl
8 x 3 in - Tung Oil
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Instant Gallery

Allan Cusworth - Candy Dish - 6 x 2 in
Figured Maple - Nitro Cellulose Sealer &
Salad Bowl Finish

Allan Cusworth - Salad Bowl
7.25 x 2.75 in - Spalted Maple
Polymerized Tung Oil

Allan Cusworth - Penguin
1.75 x 4.5 in - Red Oak
Black Analyne Dye
Wipe on Poly, Limed

Bruce Hodgson - Nat. Edge Bowl
8 x 5 in - Oak - Tung Oil

Beverly Pears - Penguin
2.25 x 6.25 - Poplar - India Ink,
White Tempura, Wipe on Poly

Bruce Campbell - GO Piece Bowls - 5 x 5 in
Maple - Lacquer
Bruce Campbell - Medival Japanese Helmet
12 x 6 in - Maple - Wax
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Instant Gallery

Beverly Pears - Teapot - 5 x 4.5 in
Figure Maple - Analine Dye, Gold Leaf,
Tung Oil, Satin Lacquer

Keith Hudson - Plate - 10 x 1.5 in
Denim Pine - Walnut Oil

Jim Johnson - Hollow Form - 6 x 6 in
Cherry - Wipe on Poly
Keith Hudson - Vase & Stand - 9 x 7 in
Cherry & Horse Chesnut - Walnut Oil

George Capone - 3 Finial Boxes - 2 x 5 in
Maple & Purple Heart - Friction Polish

Bruce Hodgson - Oval Nat. Edge Platter
7 x 13 x 2 in - Maple - Tung Oil

George Capone - Vase - 4 x 7 in
Magnolia - Friction Polish

Bruce Campbell - Round Bottom Bowl
4 x 2 in - Maple Burl - Claphams
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Instant Gallery

Beverly Pears - Wooden Spoons
9 in & 12 in - Poplar - Carnuba Wax
Marco Berera - 5.75 x 8.5 in
Maple

Dianne Harkness- Bowl - 6 in - Spalted
Maple - Salad Bowl Finish

Tony Gil - Pens
Various Wood Finishes - Decorated

Maarten Meerman - Lathe & Work Bench
Maple - 1 to 144 Scale

Keith Hudson - Vase & Stand
7 x 7 in - Cherry - Walnut Oil

Kees Hof - NHL Hockey Stick Wood Pen
Blue Stain & Hut

Thom Chadwick - 3 Bowls
Walnut & Mirtlewood - Walnut Oil
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Announcements
Turning 101 will be on Saturday, April 30 at the
Sapperton Pensioner’s Hall. This month will be on
Skew Work “Tool Handle”. Contact Gerry Vickers at
(604) 463-0760 to sign up.
The Library is having a Sale:
All AAW magazines in the library will be sold for
50 cents each. The proceeds will be used to acquire
new items for the library.
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GVWG Officers,
Appointees & Volunteers
President
Kerry Deane-Cloutier

604.468.0605

Vice President
Ed Pretty

604.888.5967

Secretary
Claudia Hayward

604.462.7597

Treasurer
Fred Baldwin

604.812.4972

Members At Large
Jim Johnson
Peter McLaren
Michelle Gendron
Tom Byrom
Bill Fowle
Kees Hof
Joel Elder

604.937.3275
604.533.1939
604.789.1873
604.929.1766
604.466.2150
604.420.7795
604.460.0992

Library Acquisitions Advisor
Don Hoskins

604.939.6808

Educational Coordinators
Steve Kent
Peter McLaren
Merv Graham

604.937.0145
604.533.1939
604.272.3525

Librarian
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Food Chief
Lance Rossington

604.462.9985

FOF Coordinator
Murray Mackinnon

604.986.5476

Turning 101
Gerry Vickers

604.463.0760

Newsletter
Michelle Gendron (Publisher)
Damien Gendron (Editor)

604.789.1873
604.818.4332

Digital Photography
Georgette McLaren
Bill Fowle

604.533.1939
604.466.2150

Webmaster
Steve Hansen

604.585.0638

